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Gotham 

"Quality Vintage Furniture"

Located just blocks off Barcelona's famous Las Ramblas you will find this

store. Gotham sells furniture from the 1930s through the 1970s, all in

excellent condition. If you're looking for beautiful antique furniture, this is

certainly the place to come. In case you're still doubtful about Gotham's

authenticity, keep in mind that famous Spanish movie makers like Pedro

Almodovar furnish their sets with pieces from Gotham.

 +34 687 04 0806  www.gotham-bcn.com/  Calle Lleo 28, Barcelona
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Antigüedades Fernandez 

"Ornately Crafted Antiques"

If artifacts from the olden days continue to hold a charm for you, visit

Antigüedades Fernandez to pick out a few objects to deck up your

personal world. From paintings, furnishings and sculpture to furniture and

accessories, the store displays it all. A dream haven for antique collectors,

check the vintage telephones, Victorian tables and clocks for some

interesting specimens. The shop's location at the end of a galley adds to

its old-world charm.

 Calle Sant Domenec del Call 9, Barcelona
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Papirum 

"Home of Antiques"

Papirum is a store that takes you back in time with its fascinating

collection of antiques and vintage collectibles. Found here are a vast

variety of intriguing objects of great significance to the early and mid-20th

century lifestyle. From radios, televisions, compasses, books and

electronics, to furniture, lamps, decorative objects and artwork, this is

where you will find some of the most exciting objects. Collected, restored

and then put up for sale, this store ensures the objects are in top-notch

quality and you get your money's worth.

 +34 93 310 5242  www.papirum-bcn.com  papirumbcn@yahoo.es  Carrer de la Llibreteria 2,

Barcelona
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Riera Baixa 

"Chic Vintage Clothing"

Barcelona is known to be one of the trendiest cities when it comes to

fashion, hence, you will find some of the renowned and most stylish

clothing brands in and around the city. Among the many big brands, and

their outlets in Barcelona, it is hard to find vintage clothing stores,

therefore the Riera Baixa stands out. Tucked away in the Raval area, this

street is probably one of the best places to pick up vintage clothing from,

shoppers here are spoilt for choice with the many stores lined up, Each

displaying extravagant clothing. With competitive prices, the stores sell
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sunglasses, second hand retro prints, 1970s casual wear, bikinis, tops,

mini skirts, jeans and even clothing from the '40s. Besides this, one can

also find vintage record stores and fancy restaurants. A cool place for

shopping, the Riera Baixa brings home all fashion enthusiast from every

corner of Barcelona.

 Carrer de la Riera Baixa, Barcelona
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LA CLINIQUE Fine Store 

"Classic Styles"

Just as the name suggests, LA CLINIQUE Fine Store is more of a clinical

research workshop that houses vintage products. Along with vintage

collection of clothes and shoes, you will also find unique antiques like old

cameras, accessories, posters and much more from yesteryear. However,

the highlight of this place is their collection of classic spectacles and

sunglasses. Additionally, LA CLINIQUE has an ophthalmology center on-

site.

 info@lacliniquefinestore.com  Carrer dels Mirallers 7, Barcelona
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Gidlööf 

"Swedish Grace"

Swedish furniture design is world-renowned for its seamless

amalgamation of form and function, and Gidlööf aims to bring the timeless

pieces to Barcelona's homes. The store specializes in vintage Swedish

furniture from the 1950s and 1960s and most of the shop's pieces are

imported from the country and carefully restored. From the classic chair

designed by the legendary Arne Jacobsen to beautiful dining tables and

more, the store's collection is impressive.

 Passatge Mercantil 1, Barcelona
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El Recibidor 

"Old-School Furniture"

El Recibidor is the place to be when you're looking to revamp your home

with new furniture. Pioneers in vintage furniture and decor, this store

brings back the charm of a bygone era, with its fabulous collection of

furniture from the 1950s and 1960s. Its precise collection includes a host

furniture and indoor decor from chairs, tables, cabinets, beds and

bookshelves, to lamps, candle-stands, chandeliers and more. While the

collection might be old-school, its recondition and reformation process

makes it seem as good as new.

 +34 93 530 4221  www.elrecibidor.com/  dingdong@elrecibidor.com  Carrer de Viladomat 9,

Barcelona
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177 Kensington 

"Chic Vintage Furniture"

Known for its fine collection of vintage furniture and interior decor, 177

Kensington brings back the charm of the 20th century. Home to an

impressive collection of old-school wood-work, vintage art and decorative

objects, this is where you should head to when you're looking to add a

touch of the past to your home. Specialists in furniture of the 1950s to the

1970s, this is one place where your certain to find original, reformed

objects from the past few decades.

 +34 93 200 4542  www.177kensington.com/  info@177kensington.com  Carrer de París 177,

Barcelona
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Muebles RAM 

"Second-hand Treasures"

A warehouse that provides secondhand furniture, Muebles RAM gives you

some great options for redecorating your home. There is furniture stacked

to the ceiling and it's a wonder that it doesn't fall from the shelves. Some

of the products include theater costumes, lamps, desks, doors, stained-

glass and much more. It is certain that you will spend your entire day here

looking for stuff.

 +34 93 232 0805  Carrer de Cartagena 164, Barcelona
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